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Introducing Fragments, Our New Line of Cement Mosaic Tile Accent Strips

These colorful mosaic Fragments are re-purposed patterned accent tiles. Each piece is carefully chosen on
how its color and pattern will integrate with the overall theme of the mosaic. The variations in Fragments
makes it truly one-of-a-kind.

Nov. 6, 2012 - PRLog -- Contact: Bill Buyok, Owner (Email: Bill@Aventetile.com) 

Introducing Fragments, Our New Line of Cement Tile Accent Strips

Los Angeles, CA -- Meet our newest line of cement tile: Fragments, tiny, tesserae that proudly carry a
cement tile pedigree. 

Fragments is a colorful mosaic accent collection of patterned cement tile re-purposed from the cement tile
factory's extras. Each piece, which is first cut into a square or rectangular tessera, is then carefully chosen
on how its color and pattern will integrate with the overall theme of the mosaic.

Fragments is designed specifically for wall applications. Its mismatched patterns, strong grout lines, and
bold colors, are a great choice for a contemporary kitchen, bathroom or accent wall. 

Moreover, its versatility comes with many choices, including incorporating Fragments into a design as an
accent strip for a wall or backsplash. The collection also works well running behind a kitchen counter with
other tile, or it can be grouped and framed to create a focal point for a larger backsplash.

Have a specific style or feel in mind? Then consider Fragments mosaic tile for a mid-Century remodel, or
a modern home with clean lines and neutral palettes that needs color. The Small and Large Square formats
are playful and fun for casual, contemporary living. Consider using the Bar Format in a more formal or
traditional style since the narrow cuts provide a softer look with its blended pattern.

Expect significant variation in samples and final orders because the remnant tiles, patterns and colors used
for each project will differ. This variation makes Fragments unique, and each installation truly
one-of-a-kind. 

In addition to the four colorways available in the Fragments collection (Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall),
there are also three design-friendly formats: Small Squares with 1.5" x 1.5" tesserae on a 12"x12" sheet;
Large Squares with 2"x2" tesserae on a 12"x12" sheet; and a Mosaic Bar with 3/8" x 7-3/4" tesserae on a
12"x18" sheet.

For information about Avente Tile and the cement tile products we offer, visit http://www.aventetile.com.
Or, simply contact Bill Buyok at bill@AventeTile.com.
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At Avente Tile, our passion is hand-painted ceramic tiles and cement tiles. We work exclusively with small
artisan factories, craftsmen and artists to develop unique tile lines. Our ceramic collection includes hand
painted field tile and decorative tiles including classic Spanish and Portuguese tiles, relief tiles, plant and
animal themed tiles, murals and mosaics. We offer cement tile in contemporary and traditional patterns in
standard or custom colorways.

Visit http://www.aventetile.com to view our complete inventory of cement and ceramic tile offerings,
inspirational Cement and Ceramic Tile Design Ideas portfolio, and technical/installation data. Need help, or
have questions? Then contact us via email at info@aventetile.com, or call (888) 739.4972.
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